Meter Repair & Calibration Service

Complete service for repair and certification of commercial size gas meters

Test & Repair Equipment Includes:
- Sonic Nozzle Provers
- Bell Provers
- Rotary and CVM Transfer Provers
- Differential Test bench
- Temperature Calibration Bench
- Instrument Calibration Bench (PTZ)
- Pressurized Leak Tester
- Complete Cleaning & Re-Painting Station

Service Includes the following:
- InTest and Out Test on NIST Traceable Provers
- Complete Inspection & Replacement of worn or damaged parts
- Complete Cleaning and Repainting
- Pressure Testing
- Certificate of Accuracy
- Meter returned with 1 Year Guarantee
- Pete’s Plugs and Other accessories or upgrades upon request

Types of Meters Repaired:
- All Commercial Diaphragm Meters from Actaris/Schlumberger/Sprague from 400 – 1000 class, Invensys/Equimeter/Rockwell from 415 – 5000, AMCO/American/Singer, 425 – 5000 class
- Rotary Meters and Index Modules from Dresser, Romet, Invensys, Instromet, Schlumberger, American 8C – 102M
- Turbine Meters from American Meter, Invensys, Instromet, Daniels 2” – 20”
- CVM (American) and Rotaseal (Rockwell)
- Master Meters and Transfer Provers
- Laboratory Test Meters

Other Instruments Repaired:
- PTZ Correctors (Mechanical & Electronic)
- Turbine Cartridges
- Rotary Meter Modules
- CVM Cartridges

For Sales & Service Contact:
41 Magnolia Avenue
Cambridge MA 02138
Phone: (617) 290-2134
Fax: (240) 250-8907
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